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White
Good Evening; Tonight: the future of phones that talk: but are the people who make them, sell them and develop their software talking to each other? And, it sounds as if golf can be just as frustrating a game for blind players as for their sighted counterparts.

Clip
I'd say you're got to be looking at about 185-190, pins tucked in the left back corner.  Nice easy shot through the ball.  Right hand side bunker.  Unlucky.

White
No such thing as luck.  More about golf, and its benefits which go beyond sport, later in the programme. For many blind people the development of speech phones which have made it possible to scan phone menus, store information, text your mates, and a host of other applications, has been one of the most significant developments to help us for years. But as the technology moves on at an ever faster pace, are our needs keeping up? In a moment I'll be talking to the man who, in partnership with Torsten Brand, developed the so-called Talks system,  But first we've heard from Jane Taylor, about what happened when she wanted to upgrade her phone.  Jane has some sight and therefore she was more interested in the Zoom software, which enhances the visual elements, rather than Talks itself.  She was concerned when she went to do this about cost, about availability, and also about being  simply able to get access to the right information.

Taylor
And then we started this long rigmarole of chasing phone updates and not being able to get the information about whether the software would work with them and so on and so forth.  And when it finally came to it I'd made my decision about the phone and everything only to discover at this very late stage that what I thought was going to be a £14.98 or maybe a little bit more with inflation cost of a new Zoom software had suddenly dramatically rocketed to 150 quid.

White
So how long ago was it that you were paying £14 odd?

Taylor
Three or four years ago, the last time I had a new phone.  And we were caught out very much by the fact that they seem now to have bundled or re-bundled Talks and the Zooms together which for someone like me is annoying and inappropriate.  Now I do understand that if it's just an upgrade then I can get the cost of that down to £50 but I still end up with the fully bundled software and I just don't understand what the justification is for the disparity in this pricing.  It's that kind of typical thing of assuming that visual impairment is the same as being blind.  I don't need the Talks in there as well and I don't see why I end up having to pay for that, that bit of software that I'm just not going to make use of.  

My fear in all of this, always, is that I get hooked into a phone and a contract and terms and so on where you might be in for 18 months or two years and you end up with a product that doesn't fit with somebody else's software and then you're just - you have to start all over again and it can prove to be really expensive and time consuming.  New phones are just coming out all the time and by the time they've tested one and said yep that's okay you're on to the next one.

White
So what do you want to see done, given your experience?

Taylor
Ah well I'm still waiting for the day when we're going to have the sort of integrated accessibility software, so we don't have to go through this process of mix and match and wait and test and pay out on top of what everyone else has to pay for in order to be able to use the phone in the first place.  What I understood is the problem here is that potentially this bit of software is becoming obsolete as the phones themselves get more and more sophisticated.  The only sensible way forward seems to me to be to fully integrate it and I just wish they'd hurry up and get on with it.

White
Well to explore some of Jane Taylor's points I was joined by Marcus Groeber from Germany, he's the  systems architect for Talks who worked alongside Torsten Brand - the great pioneer of speech software linked to phones that has transformed communications for visually impaired people. Sadly Torsten died earlier this year. I put to Marcus Jane's point that it's difficult to find out which phones are available to be used with Talks, lists on websites often don't seem to correspond to what's available when you go into the shops.

Groeber
It is indeed sometimes difficult and even I sometimes find myself searching the web just to remind myself what a certain new phone model actually looks like because especially I think in the last six months we've seen a situation where urt [phon.] models in particular, keyboard models, that still most Talks users are actually interested in where those have been discontinued fairly quickly and replaced by new models.  In July we saw a number of new phones come out and we're still in the process of updating the website, that should actually go live with the new information in a few days.

White
So the perception that the number of phones with which Talks is compatible seems to be going down, are you saying that that's not the case, that there are new ones coming on stream?

Groeber
I think with the number of models that are concurrently available, that can be used with Talks, it's staying approximately at the same level.  What's changing at the moment is the percentage of touch screen versus keyboard devices.  Most of the new devices that came out sort of around the beginning of the year were touch screen devices and now in July we had a few devices again that were keyboard oriented.  The overall number of devices [indistinct words] about the same but the choice in keyboard only devices is getting a little bit less at the moment.

White
And what about where they're actually stocked, I mean do you know much about England, for example, and the fact that you do quite often go into shops and they haven't got a lot of the phones that are on the list?

Groeber
The situation with the list is obviously that we have on the website we do include quite a large number of older devices because in some countries these devices actually stay available for quite a long time, so we do keep the list around for quite a long time.  And perhaps one thing we're trying to do actually with the next update of the website is make this list a bit clearer - what devices are you likely to get right away, what old devices can still be used with the current version of Talks and then what new upcoming devices we haven't tested yet but which we're expecting to be compatible with Talks.

White
Right, can we address this issue of Jane's about Talks and Zoom being bundled together in the current upgrade, why has that been done?

Groeber
Yes I can very much sympathise with your listener that if you see yourself in the situation it looks like you're not getting the best deal.  We actually looked at the question of Zooms as a stand alone product but we found then in our market research that the number of customers who were really interested in having only a stand alone copy of Zooms on their smart phone was actually surprisingly low, I would say it was much less than a percent of Talks users.  And the majority of Talks users did actually opt for speech or for speech plus Zooms.

White
But you can see why Jane feels pretty indignant to be paying £150 for something that she paid £14 for when she's only using one component of it.

Groeber
Yes I can definitely see why she thinks that.  It's something we'll probably look at again with, for example, also the ability to have such applications on [indistinct words] which makes it much easier to download them and to get them to a larger number of customers.  And we will of course periodically revisit what other packages we can offer and stand alone Zooms is not out of the question.

White
Okay.  Now to go back to the point you were making about the balance between touch screen phones and phones that have got the older kind of technology - symbian technology, that former type, is that going to disappear in favour of touch screen technology?

Groeber
I would personally say not at least in the next year or so, in this market it's very difficult to predict the future for a much longer term.  I think for the next year I would still expect these to co-exist on say two separate streams because you can see sort of if you look at the development going on with symbian at the moment you see two things happening in parallel.  On the one hand sort of the top of the range touch screen devices like the upcoming Nokia N8 for example, that are really feature packed and trying to offer the latest and greatest in user interface, but at the same time you see symbian moving into much less expensive, almost mid-range, devices like the Nokia C5, that are straightforward mono-block keyboard phones.  So just the things that people a couple of years ago were asking why can't we get those with Talks, now you actually get them with symbian and it's possible to run Talks on them.  I think that's quite an interesting development that we're actually seeing more and more attractively priced phones that can be used with Talks.

White
A lot of blind people who have talked to me feel that the advance in phones has been a very, very significant one, it's made an enormous difference to their lives but I suppose to make it available to a lot of people in a way do you think it's got to be in some way made simpler than it is, do you have to be a bit of a technical wiz to get the best out of these systems?

Groeber
I would actually agree to that wholeheartedly.  I think that's really the next challenge, not so much technically but really how to make it easy for people to get it and to use it.  Some of this could happen by different means actually, through partnerships with manufacturers, also through partnerships with network operators - there's some network operators who actually have packages of speaking phone bundles that you could go into the shop or order right away and then you wouldn't have the problem of matching the software to the phone.  So there is lots of things that can still be done.

White
Of course a lot of the drive for what you've done over the last decade really came from Torsten Brand, whose death we very sadly reported a few months ago.  Clearly as a visually impaired person he was driving this because it was from a personal point of view, I wonder what is life like post Torsten Brand?

Groeber
It is obviously very different and I sometimes feel myself still when I'm - I've worked with Torsten for the last nine years or so on Talks and I've actually known him for I think over 20 years now and so whenever I get a new feature working in the application I sometimes think wow I should tell this to Torsten and then I remember that he's no longer there.  So it is still a difficult time doing this, when you're working on a product that is so closely connected to his ideas and his vision.  On the other hand of course we did talk a lot about ideas that we hadn't realised by the time of his tragic death and so there are still lots of ideas that we have that are waiting to be implemented and sort of the spirit of adding accessibility to standard technology, that's still very much alive I think.  Torsten's vision is really what made the product what it is today and also his very pragmatic view on actually getting things done and making sure that people do have an application, even if it means sometimes taking a few shortcuts, that's something that's still very much with us I think.

White
Marcus Groeber remembering Torsten Brand.  And we'd very much like to hear your reactions to what Marcus has had to say. 

And now, part two of the In Touch August sport supplement; first, let's follow up on our report last week from the Blind Football World Cup which has been taking place in Hereford. We told you then about England's narrow loss to Spain in their first game, things subsequently looked up - they had three consecutive wins that took them through to the semi-finals. However, here they came up against the mighty Brazil and their professional players, and I'm afraid were thumped five-one; Brazil went on to beat Spain in the final, and become World as well as Olympic champions. England also narrowly lost the play-off for third place, losing one-nil to China.  However, let's look on the bright side as we have to do in England.  Fourth  is England's highest finish in a World Cup, so congratulations to captain Dave Clarke and his squad. 

Meanwhile, two major blind golf tournaments have also been taking place here over the past week; the British Open and the World Championships. We sent Mani Djazmi along to the  second round of the World Blind Golf Championships in Northamptonshire.

Announcement
This is match number 15, the 11.50 tee off time.  First on the tee from England Simon Cookson.

Guide
You hit the ball Simon, good ball.  Exactly where we needed it.

Djazmi
Well Simon and his playing partner, from America Bill Davis, have teed off their final round and now they've zipped off in their golf buggies, which isn't something that your jobbing reporter could enjoy, so I'm having to keep up with them on foot.

Blythe
David Blythe from Australia and I'm the president of the International Blind Golf Association.  Blind golf is a team game, to start with, it's very much a team between the - whatever term you want to use - caddie or guide and the blind or visually impaired person.  And the only rules that we have changed are is that we're allowed to ground our club in a bunker or a hazard and our caddie or guide is allowed to stand on our line behind us when they're lining us up.  Other than that we play every other rule exactly the same.

Guide
I'd say you've got to be looking at about 185-190, pins tucked in the left back corner.  But let's just put it in middle of the green and to cut and walk away, yeah, 185 club, 190.  

Cookson
Yeah wind's hurting a bit.  

Guide
A little not a great deal.

Cookson
Shall we just feather in that little rescue, it's four iron now isn't it?

Guide
Four iron, let's feather that rescue, let's go for the lighter rescue.  Nice easy swing on it, through the ball.  Stay there.  Right hand side bunker Simon.  Unlucky.

Cookson
Hit there and left it.

Guide
Yeah, yeah left it out there.

Djazmi
So not such a good hole for Simon.  Let's see how Bill gets on.  He's one of a number of players at this tournament whose caddie/guide is their other half, in his case it's his wife Laurie.

Laurie
This particular hole, it is a relatively straight hole, par five.  It is 370 and you're actually going to hit it straight down the middle at about 100 and - err - it's about 200 yards.

Davis
Okay where's the first hazard?

Laurie
And the very first hazard isn't until 235.  And actually where I'm positioned right here, the flag is directly in front of me.  Okay?  So really the flag is really at 12 o'clock.  Okay that was good, yep, yep, yep.  Very good shot.

Davis
In blind golf I guess the golfer itself, the participant, has to be consistent in their swings in order for the sighted person to help them perform good shots.  Total blind has a little bit more difficult with golf because the fact that they don't have a reference point or shapes to where they can pick out on the ground, they really have no reference and they have to just put objects down just below where they are, just swing, to make sure that their swings are going the way that they want it to go.

Djazmi
Well here's a luxury that my BBC sport colleagues don't have because we've played three holes and I've been walking around with the overnight leaders and Simon Cookson, you're willing to talk to me.  So it seems like a very relaxed kind of thing even though it's a very important competition.

Cookson
It's all about having fun at the end of the day and if you don't have fun on a golf course then you're probably never going to play well, so it's a good way of staying relaxed and me and Bill have never met before but we're having a chat about things and keep it fairly sociable.  It is serious obviously, you want to concentrate, but I just try and focus once we get over the ball and get focused on each shot as it's time to play it.

Blythe
I would like to see golf introduced as a sport for blind children, particularly totally blind children, I think it would be a great one for teaching balance.  Newly blinded people who used to play golf, for them to be able to come back and still play golf at a level which is acceptable to them is probably the best rehabilitation therapy they can get because in many cases a person losing their sight - and they're the people we're really looking to get into this game - the first thing they've lost is their driver's licence, the next thing they've lost is their game of golf.  Well if we can keep their game of golf for them we've helped to keep that person as a whole person.

Djazmi
Now this is more like it.  We've managed to commandeer a buggy and we're driving around the course in search of Simon and Bill to see how they're getting on.  But don't worry I'm in the passenger seat.

Guide
The flag seems to be fluttering a bit. 

Cookson
Fluttering away from us?

Guide
Well it seems to be coming off the right shoulder for some reason, I don't know because the wind seemed to be the other way a minute ago, but it certainly looks as if it's fluttering in that direction.  The wind's going that way.

Cookson
Fifty eight to the front, so the flag's playing 62-63?

Guide
Yeah something like that.  It won't be too far.  Right okay.  Straight at it.  Pulled it just slightly.  It's on the putting surface.

Cookson
One of the nicest things about being on a golf course - I find it's one of those places where I can actually have a walk because you don't worry about bumping into people and bumping into items of furniture.  Just need a warning shout on the odd thing but it's just nice to have a proper stride out, that's what makes it one of the best places to be I think, even if the golf is going badly.

Guide
Good line.  Oh you beauty.

White
See, I said there was no such thing as luck.  Simon Cookson's caddie and guide, Mark Rose, ending Mani Djazmi's report. Unfortunately for Simon, he did lose out to America's Jeremy Poincenot in a play-off for the title.

And that's it for today; we welcome your comments on 0800 044 044 or you can email us at bbc.co.uk and then go to Radio 4 and then to In Touch. There'll be a podcast of the programme from tomorrow. From me Peter White, my producer Kathleen Griffin and the team, goodbye. 



